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About This Game

Evolo.SpiderSim is an exciting real-time strategy game with sandbox elements.
Collect resources, build new creatures and buildings. Develop your underground colony of spiders!

Control your creatures, explore new territories and create your own unique colony.

If you like thoughtful and complex sandboxes, you are not afraid to immerse yourself in the mechanics of this game, then you
will be satisfied.

Welcome to the world of Evolo. Chaotic world of evolution.
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Hmmm the concept seems good and the first scenario is OK but (i) not being able to kill the sound is a mood killer and (ii) I ve
launched the game 4 times and I could only get out by rebooting as it blocks my screen and my computer :((((

It s early access days so time to improve but need to improve :(((. Awsesome game...realy immersive and addicting, very fluent
as well on my gtx 1080. well worth your money for a change in VR!!!!. I wish I could recommend this game, since by all rights
it seems very well designed and appears to present a prospective player with an interesting proposition and challenge for a city-
building sim. Unfortunately, the implementation of the game's systems are not particularly well-executed. While the in-game
tutorials provide an explanation of how one should set about constructing a town, the reality is that the correct implementation
of various mechanics such as food production, housing, and infrastructure is so obscure in practice that there is no real learning
curve a player could reasonably be expected to overcome.

All too often, the same method of starting a town without issue on one map will not work on another map of virtually similar
layout. Pathfinding in particular seems to be poorly-optimized at best, and villager prioritization of basic needs is woefully
lacking. On numerous occasions, despite the nearby presence of thousands of units of stocked food contained within both
storage barns and marketplaces fully staffed with vendors, residents of neighboring houses will simply starve themselves to
death even if tasked with nothing other than acting as laborers without current duties beyond simply restocking the inventory of
their own homes.

Banished altogether is a very frustrating experience because while the music, interface, and premise behind it are charming and
indicative of a well-made game, the truth is that there is clearly not enough polish to the underlying structure of the game to
create anything other than a time sink that neither explains nor allows one to intuit how to succeed.. Nice soundtrack. Bibiki is
very talented.. Excellent quality for the price. Absolutley brutal and sustained combat in this dlc. Still have not finished the first
turn of the 23 turn campaign and have put in like 15 hours already. The fortifications west of novo alexandrovkiy with the
barbed wire, the pre existing trenches with supporting fields of fire, the concrete pillboxes are great fun and the addition of
panzernests adds some new spice for infantry. Hope to see more fortifications and earthworks in the future. Amazing job as
usual by Graviteam.. It's a sci-fi space shoot-em-up with chainsaws for enemies, an enormous arsenal of weapons, and has
awesome music.
What's not to like?
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This is a flat field card file data base with a few whizz bang features giving a nice graphical front end. In all fairness the
description of the software does not say it is anything else. However, there are a lot of free databases on the market, and this
brings nothing new to the table apart from the flashy front end.
I am not disappointed with my purchase, but I think the software needs work before the price can be Justified.

I tried to contact the company who produce this software in order to report a Cut and paste bug. The E-mail was returned with
the message that the recipient E-mail box was full. I guess this is an indication of the type of support that we can expect with
this product.

So, in summing up, O.K. for a bit of fun, but I cannot recommend it as a serious database.. N2O: Nitrous Oxide was one of my
favorite games on the PlayStation system. With graphics that are highly saturated, and trippy, with its high velocity game play,
and an experience that is enhanced by the electronica band The Crystal Method cut into the mix, it's a concoction that might not
fare well with those prone to epilepsy or motion-sickness, but for those of us who can stomach it, it is an absolute thrill ride.

The game mechanics are simple enough. You pilot a perpetually moving ship through a tunnel and shoot at everything in 360
degree movement. Shoot bugs to explode them and collect coins. If you shoot at the coins their color changes as their value goes
up. You run them over to collect them. You can grab power-ups such as extra temporary cool weapons or shields. Shoot the
mushrooms enough times to gain admission to bonus levels. The more insects you shoot the faster you travel through the tunnel.

The levels amp up difficulty in a way that isn't jarring or shocking to your system, however, if you're anything like me, this
doesn't deter from frequent long strings of obscenities due to stress reactions. If I could describe this game in one word I'd have
to say this game is smooth. Smooth, as a jet rocket in a wind tunnel, smooth.

This might sound basic but it is a game that is just simple, straight-forward stuff (excuse the alliteration) with some twists.
Nowadays, games are so overly weighed down it's nice to go back to basic. Having said that, it would be interesting to see what
this game would look like on today's game engines...

(I would recommend playing this game on a controller as it's kinda painful to play on keyboard. Don't forget to fiddle around
with the Settings and Controls before starting a game, like I did, because initial setup is wonky.). I have just begun with this
game, but it appears to be a nice blend of strategy & logic. It is reminiscent of sokuban & alpha team, but the use of multiple
holo-copies of the player with recorded movement is a clever twist. The graphics are simple, but effective & the sound track is
pleasant & atmospheric. If you like brain-teaser logic puzzles, this should be well worth the low purchase price. I will be keeping
an eye on Tarbutton Studio to see what they come up with next!. First things first: This is not Gwent, the card system is
somewhat based off of Gwent but much more intricate and complex. Just for those of you who aren't entirely sure
about that.

I initially bought this game to have a relaxed, laid-back offline game I could play every now and then.
After a few hours, I got extremely invested in the story and characters on a similar level like in Witcher 3.

Running around the map and collecting resources and recruits, upgrading your camp and crafting your cards is a ton
of fun. Your choices have minor gameplay and story impacts as in:

You killed some dude and thus missed out on a secret that would have granted you 400 Gold.
or
You investigated this and it was a trap and you lost 8 recruits.

That kind of stuff. I've only finished the first map and recently transitioned to the second so I can't tell if choices will have
major impacts later on.

The protagonist looks a little bit out of place when you wander around the map which is due to the character inking that
can't be turned off. There is a thick black outline around Meve and I think it makes her look weird. In the dialogue scenes it
fits in well, because everything is drawn that way but while exploring it just looks weird.

 As for the card gameplay itself:
I like it, it's a lot of fun and offers a ton of different tactics. For example, I was able to summon 7 additional cards from
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my deck using a combination of 4 cards and absolutely crushed the enemy. Those moments feel really good and satisfying.

Some cards have special abilities that you can use to attack enemy cards, but aside from those there is no combat, so it's not
like in MTG, Hearthstone, or Elder Scrolls Legends. You also have no mana pool, instead every turn you can play one card
and activate your cards special abilties if available. You also do not draw any new cards unless a special ability allows you to
do that or a new round has begun.

Like in Gwent from TW3, the standard card games (there are also special card games like puzzle or story relevant ones with
special rules and special cards) are based on a 2 out of 3 rounds basis and the winner is whoever has the highest strength.
Unlike in Gwent though, there are only 2 card rows and they are not restricted to specific card types either.

The pacing in the game is really well made, you don't get dragged from one 15 minute battle into another, the standard
battles are far apart from each other so that you don't feel weary too quickly. Usually you go from Story to
Exploring\/Gathering to Special\/Puzzle to Point of Interest and back toward Exploring\/Gathering to another Battle or
Story.

Yet another great game made by CDPR.
 Overall an 8\/10 from me, great game with a few minor annoyances.. I LOVE Wayward Manor!! It's not hard to play and
still very entertaining. I really like the music and the graphics. The story is original. I definitely recommend this game!!. I
don't know where to begin, from the ups and downs of this series to the funny glitches and laughter it gave to me. I grew to
love every character especially clem i cried tears of, sadness joy and respect for telltales and skybound. This was my favorite
series ever and i cant stop crying knowing this is the end of a long emotional journey. I cant see this Series ever being taken
over by another as my all time favorite, honestly my favorite thing ever. I cant thank you enough for finishing this game
skybound. 10\/10 will never be the same after this. Thank you
\u2665 will always love clementine \u2665. Seens okay but needs more work.Some of the screens are too busy. As most of you
are probably well aware, locomotives released by Dovetail usually tend to lag far behind the third party add ons for Train
Simulator, with many of the older ones being nothing short of shambolic for the prices charged. However, the Class 68, to
my absolute delight, is an exception to this.

The audio for the loco isn't quite Armstrong Powerhouse standard but it really is a joy to listen to - it sounds great. The
engines could be a little more bassy to match the real life sounds, but in all honesty it sounds pretty good anyway. It is also
delightful to look at. The class 68 is modelled perfectly with lots of tiny details adding to the immersion. The Mk 2 coaches
look a little off but they do the job perfectly well.

The loco still lacks a lot of basic cab features such as a DSD, but there are also a lot of nice little features included such as
dynamic cab and desk lighting which can be made more or less bright by turning a switch. The Class 68 also comes with a
nice little train management system which tracks usage stats for each different numbered loco.

When driving the loco you really get a sense of the power behind it and the bassy roar is nice to listen to. A few more run
sounds at high speed wouldn't go a miss. It is very easy to accidentally put the train into the emergency break seting, but
rather than this being a mark against it's quality, I'd say that it takes a little practice to get used to.

I don't usually write reviews this in depth but I felt compelled to because I really do think this is the best locomotive that DTG
have released to date, and at \u00a35.99 in the summer sale it is an absolute bargain. I'd recommend this at full price.. Fun
and simple to learn. I started a game with a friend and 2 AI opponents and knew everything I needed to know after one
match by just watching the AI.
Watching someone harvest themselves into oblivion is quite entertaining.. Simple solitaire game based around magic and the
Druids of Avalon.

Gameplay is average and fairly quick and there's a store to buy items with in-game gold to make each game go a little
smoother. I've bought some of the items and it has made it a little easier to get perfect games.

Much like other solitaire games I've played there is no option to replay a single level if you don't get a perfect score and this
is a little frustrating but not enough for me to rate down.
It's typical of solitaire games it seems and there's no achievement for completing each level\/game with a perfect score so I
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wouldn't worry about it too much, it's easy enough to complete the challenges for every stage without getting all perfects.

I'd recommend this game when it's on sale (like now) or as part of a bundle but not at full price.
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